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Abstract 
This paper considers a production line with continuous loading at the first automation service station or machine and buffers 
placed forward the queuers. Each machine operates within an indefinite service time. There is much data available on modeling 
and analysis of the transfer lines. However, most of the results are for the steady-state operation. The system under consideration 
operates within the finite time interval. A method is suggested to study the production line. According to the method, we chart 
the system operation process; calculate of distribution formula for the remaining durations of time period of the system being in 
the states marked at the chart. Then we calculate the state indexes. A detailed description of the states allows calculating, for 
example, blocking machine indexes and machine down time probabilities and durations. 
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1. Introduction 
Functioning of a real production line is a complicated process and falls a long way short of any simplified 
description. Real system service time as a rule does not obey the exponential distribution  as the process runs during 
a real shift rather than infinite time. Therefore, it is clearly an important task to investigate production line 
characteristics. 
Tandem queueing systems modulate the line manufacture flow. Manufacturing line is a linear network of 
machines separated by buffer storages. The majority of studies investigate two–stage tandem queue  within 
exponentially distributed processing times. These systems are observed under general conditions, reliability of 
devices (reliable – unreliable) and types of buffers (finite - infinite), for example [1 – 7].  In  [8, 9] the Markov 
systems capacity was assessed. The systems consisted of five or more machines within unequal service periods. The 
Markov systems transient results were discussed in [10]. 
A multiphase system research suggests a method aimed at continuous and discrete random processes [16]. In [17] 
the method was applied to obtain machines blocking characteristics of a four-phase unbuffered tandem queueing 
systems with continuous loadings.
2. Method description 
The following assumptions are made: 
x the system consists of three successive reliable machines which perform single-line service; 
x the first machine receives demands continuously. The second and the third machines have two objects 
capacity buffers; 
x if the buffer placed forward the machine is filled up the served object blocks the service station; 
x service time Ti  for i-machine has a random value and is characterized by general distribution function 
formula F(ti); 
x the system operates within the tɈ period.  
According to the method, we chart the system operation process including its states and states transitions. We 
define state as a set of durations of simultaneous service processes. Finite time interval represents a state as any 
other duration. However when the duration ends up all other processes are suspended. Each state is assigned with a 
number. A state ends up when the machine service time or finite time interval is over. So the general process enters 
another state. At the chart it is represented by an arrow. The machine (phase) that completed the service is a point 
when an adjoint state transits to the next state. The machine gets a number at the chart marked at the arrow in 
brackets.  
The first application served by the first machine and the finite time interval make up the system initial state. At 
the Figure 1 both are marked as 11 and Ɉ accordingly. Ɍ is omitted. The figure critical distinction from the chart is 
represented particularly in [18], are one-side transitions. It helps to explore system indexes during the target periods.  
 
Fig. 1. First part of tandem queue system operation scheme.  
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Initial state is over either due to the end of finite time interval so the process proceeds to state 0*, or due to 
service end. In this case the process proceeds to state 1 (number, right to the arrow) characterized by the first object 
serviced at the second machine (12), the second one at the first machine (21) and the remaining time interval (Ɉ1). 
Therefore, there are three alternatives of general service process implementation. The service of the first object at 
the second machine may be completed first so the general process enters state 2 as well as the second object service 
at the first machine may be completed first so the general process enters state 3. Moreover, there is a third option. 
The finite time interval may be over (it is a state transition 1*). 
State 3, for example, is characterized by the first object service in operation at the second machine, the third 
object service in operation at the first machine and the remaining time interval while the second object is at the 
standby mode at the buffer preceding the second device. i - machine blocking state is characterized by object service 
completion at the machine, filled up buffer preceding the (i+1)- machine and object service in operation at (i+1)- 
machine. 
The next step is calculations of distribution formula for the remaining durations of time period of the system 
being in the states marked at the chart and probabilistic jockeying.  
Calculation algorithm for service period distribution formula. 
x Single an ik -process performed at the machine with completed service out of the multitude of service 
processes representing the k-state. The ik process is characterized by service period distribution formula 
Fik(t) = P{Tik  t}. We need to find distribution formula )()(jk tF
x for the j machine with service in operation. 
The formula deals with the service period remained in transition from the k-state to the ɯ-state. Fjk(t) is a 
service period distribution formula for application by j machine which is in k- state. 
x Calculate a time distribution formula for z machines service equal to k-state not taking into account ik- and jk-
machines: 
  d d z zkzkkxkx tFtTPtYPtR )](1[1}){min(}{)(  
x Calculate a conditional service period distribution formula for ik machines. The service period in this case is 
less than for a group of machines which make up k-state not taking into account ik and jk machines: 
,)()(}|{}{)( f d d  kxkxkxikikkxkx QtQYTtTPtXPtQ         
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x Use the formula for remaining service period from the k-state for jk- machine which is already in ɯ-state 
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Further calculations of indexes for ɯ-state require rewriting )()(jk tF
x  into Fjx(t) as well as for k-state. 
Vkx-durations of the system transited in the state characterizes unrestricted k-state. Only under condition that each 
ik- machine is accomplished individually in a due time from the whole number of services performed in this state 
[19]. If the conditions are met the sate transits into x-state. The distribution formula for Vkx duration is calculated as 
the following: 
 
Skx(t) = P{Vkx  t} = P{Tik  t | Tik < Ukx},  
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where Ukx = min{Tjk}. 
3. Numerical example 
We investigate the indexes connected with system blocking and device standbys for three-unite service systems. 
Finite time interval  is tO equals to 10 time units. The first part of tandem queue system operation is charted at Fig. 1. 
We took the service period distribution subordinated by the Weibull distribution and the distribution formula. 
Fi(t) = 1 – exp(–Ȝi·tĮi) .We counted machines service period as equal which means F1(t) = F2(t)  = F3(t). 
The following indexes were calculated (see Table 1): 
– probability s1 that at least one machine may be blocked out once within a finite time period; 
– average duration  b1 for the first blocking of at least at one work position within a finite time period; 
– probability s2  for the second blocking within a finite time period where b2 is a blocking duration. 
    Table 1. Blocking time probabilities and durations. 
)303,2exp(1)( 1,05ttF  
94,0,45,0   Qt
)46,0exp(1)( 2ttF  
52,0,31,1   Qt
)68,3exp(1)( 53tɟtF  
23,0,83,2   Qt
s1 0,204 0,068 0,002 
b1 0,60 0,49 4·10–5 
s2 0,069 0,014 1·10–6 
b2 0,32 0,57 0,50 
 
According to the Table 1 there is a direct proportion between variability index v and blocking probability and 
duration despite that the average service duration t  rises if Į = 5 rather than Į = 1,05. Therefore, it is recommended 
to reduce the spread of service period in comparison to the average index. 
Detailed description of the states allows to calculate machine down time probabilities and durations (see Table 2). 
 Table 2. Machine down time probabilities and durations. 
 )303,2exp(1)( 1,05ttF   
94,0,45,0   Qt  
)46,0exp(1)( 2ttF  
52,0,31,1   Qt  
)68,3exp(1)( 53tɟtF  
23,0,83,2   Qt  
 probability duration probability duration probability duration 
Device 2, first down time 0,585 0,24 0,590 0,82 0,590 1,72 
Device 2, second down 
time 
0,339 0,44 0,339 0,59 0,337 0,38 
Device 3, first down time 0,582 0,32 0,580 0,55 0,636 0,57 
Device 3, second down 
time 
0,353 0,37 0,356 0,58 0,381 0,50 
 
4. Conclusion 
  
x The method allows to examine the system during the finite deterministic time interval in detail. It will be 
helpful for the system analysts and engineers in order to provide quantitative and qualitative insight and to 
improve their systems. 
x The method extends to more complicated queueing systems. In the case of tandem system with arbitrary 
distributed arrival time this time is added to the initial state 0. In addition, systems with more complicated 
configuration can be studied 
x Service system research is applied by a single performance summary and further changes of time distribution 
and finite time intervals. 
x The generic method (whatever the process is, it can be described by identical structures) provides computer 
task programming comfort. 
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